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UNIT-2 
WAVE OPTICS 

 
Principle of Superposition: When two or more than two waves travel in a 
medium then the resultant displacement at any point in the medium is the 
algebraic sum of the displacements produced by individual wave. Let n number of 
waves travelling in a medium with the individual displacements y1, y2, y3………. 
yn then according to the principle of superposition the resultant displacement at 
any point in the medium will be given by: 

Y= y1+ y2+y3…………..+yn 

Interference: When two or more than two waves travel in a medium then the 
modification in the intensity distribution in the region of superposition is called as 
interference. At the points where waves superpose with the same phase the 
intensity is maximum; and is called as constructive interference. While the points 
where waves superpose with the opposite phase the intensity is minimum; and is 
called as destructive interference.  
Types of Interference: Interference can be classified on the basis of the way 
interference is produced. The interference is classified as: 
Interference by Division of wavefront: When the incident wavefront is divided 
into two parts by the phenomenon of reflection refraction. When these two divided 
parts reunite then the interference obtained is called interference by division of 
wavefront. The examples are Fresnel bi prism, Lloyd’s mirror. 
Interference by Division of amplitude: When the incident amplitude is divided 
into two parts by the phenomenon of reflection refraction. When these two divided 
amplitudes reunite then the interference obtained is called interference by division 
of amplitude. The examples are interference in thin films, Newton’s ring, and 
Michelson interferometer. 
Analytical treatment of interference:Let us consider two plane waves in a 
medium in the same direction. The displacement of individual waves is given by 
y1& y2, while their amplitudes are a1& a2, the angular frequency of these waves is 
‘ω’. Mathematically the waves can be represented as = � sin �     1 = � sin � + �     2 
Where � is the phase difference between two waves. 
According to the principle of superposition the resultant displacement at any point 
will be = +  3 
Therefore               = � sin � + � sin � + �   4 
Or = � sin � + � sin � � + � cos � � � 5 = � + � � sin � + � � � cos �     6 
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Let � + � � = �     7 
And � � � = � �     8 
The equation 6 can be rewritten as- = � sin � + � � cos �  
Or = sin � + �     9 
The equation 9 represents a simple harmonic plane wave with the amplitude  . The 
amplitude can be calculated by squaring and adding the equations 6 & 7 = � + � + � � �    10 
From the equation above it is evident that the resultant amplitude depends on the 
phase difference between two waves. Let us consider the extremes that is the 
condition of constructive and destructive interference 
Condition for Maxima or constructive interference: If the� = � where =, , , … … then = � + �  if � = � = � then = �  
Condition for Minima or destructive interference: If the� = + � where = , , , … … then = � − �  if � = � = � then =  
Relation between phase and path difference: ℎ�  � = �  � ℎ �  

Construction of Fresnel bi prism & formation of fringes: Fresnel Bi prism is a 
device to obtain two coherent sources to produced sustained interference. Fresnel 
Bi prism is constructed by polishing a glass plate such that one of its angles is 
about 1790 while two acute angles are 30’ each. The construction of Fresnel Bi 
Prism is shown in Figure ‘a’. 
Formation of fringes: Lightfrom a narrow adjustable slit S is allowed to fall on 
symmetrically on the bi prism. When light from the source S falls on the lower 
portion (AC) of bi prism, after refraction it appears to come from the virtual image 
S2. Similarly light falling on upper portion (AB), after refraction, appears to come 
from virtual image S1. Hence S1 & S2 acts as two coherent sources, when the light 
from these two sources superimposes on each other then the interference pattern is 
obtained on the screen. The interference pattern can be observed using an eye 
piece. 
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Determination of fringe width in case of Interference by Fresnel Bi prism: Let 
us consider a monochromatic source of light. The light from the source is incident 
on Fresnel bi prism and is divided in to two coherent sources S1 & S2. The light 
from these sources interferes and an interference pattern is obtained on the screen 
as shown. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To find out the fringe width we proceed with the determination of condition of 
constructive and destructive interference. Let us consider a point ‘P’ at the screen. 
The path taken by the wave from source S1 to the point P is S1P, while the path for 
wave from S2 will be S2P. The path difference at point P between two waves will 
be- S2P – S1P. Let the separation between two virtual sources be d, while the 
distance between the sources to screen is D. 
The distance of the point P form the centre of screen is x. 
In ∆S1S1’P according to Pythagoras theorem = ′ + ′   1 = ′ + ′   2 
Since as shown in figure 1 ′ = ′ =  = −  �  = +   Hence equations 1 and 2 can be rewritten as- = + −  and = + +  

Therefore − =     �     − =  

The path difference between two waves reaching at point P is- − =  
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Figure 1: Interference by two virtual sources 
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Figure a: Fresnel Bi prism Figure b: Formation of fringes 
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Condition of constructive Interference or Maxima- For constructive 
interference the path difference between two waves must be equal to integer 

multiple of wavelength ‘ ’ i.e. = nλ   or =  for nth bright fringe we can say =  where  stands for the position of nth bright fringe. 

Condition of destructive Interference or Minima- For destructive interference 
the path difference between two waves must be equal to odd multiple of half of 

wavelength ( /2) i.e. = n + λ   or = +
 for nth bright fringe we can 

say = +
where  stands for the position of nth dark fringe. 

Fringe width: The distance between two consecutive dark and bright fringe is 
denoted by ̅ 

The position of nth bright fringe is given as: =  while the position of (n+1)th 

bright will be given as + = +
 the distance between two will be + − = + − =  we can say that the distance between two bright. 

Determination of wavelength by Fresnel bi prism: The Fresnel bi prism, slit, 
sodium lamp, a convex lens, and eye-piece are arranged on the optical bench as 
shown in the figure. Following Procedure is adopted for obtaining the fringes with 
good contrast.  The optical bench should be made parallel using spirit level.  Widen the slit and set the cross wire of eye-piece vertical.  The slit and edge of the bi prism is made parallel by removing ‘lateral shift’. 
Following measurements are now made: 
1. Measurement of fringe width: Adjust the vertical cross wire of eye-piece on a 

bright fringe. Take reading. Then eye-piece is moved laterally so that vertical 
crosswire coincides with the successive bright fringe and corresponding 
readings are noted. The difference of these readings gives �̅. 

2. Measurement of D: Take the reading of position of the slit and eyepiece. The 
difference between these readings gives D. 

3. Measurement of (d) the distance between two virtual sources in Bi prism: 
The distance between two virtual sources can be determined by any of the two 
methods. 

A. Displacement method B. Deviation method 
A. Displacement method: In this method the distance between the slit and eye-

piece is kept more than four times the focal length of convex lens used, so 
that the two positions of lens can be arranged for obtaining the images of 
sources S1 & S2. 
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As shown in the figure a convex is mounted between the bi prism P and the eye-
piece. By moving the lens along the length of the bench, two positions L1 and 
L2are obtained such that the real images of two virtual sources S1 & S2 are 
obtained in the eye-piece. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For L1 position: = =     1 

For L2 position: = =     2 
Multiplying equations 1 and 2 we get: = Or = √  

Thus measuring   �   ,  can be calculated. 
For accurate measurement of  the procedure of determining  �   is repeated 
at least three times by moving eye-piece in different positions. 
B. Displacement method:The distance between two virtual sources can be found 

by using the fact that for a bi prism of very small refracting angle, the deviation 
produced in rays is given by: � = −   (1) Where  refractive index of prim material is  is 

refracting angle. From the figure below the distance between two virtual 

sources is = tan � − �Or = ��  �  � �  �   (2) 
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Using equations 1 and we get = � −  Where   is in radians. Hence if the 
angle of the bi prism is increased, the distance d between two virtual sources will 
also increase. This in turn would reduce fringe width. 
Interference fringes with white light: When a white light source is used instead 
of monochromatic light then at the centre the path difference is zero for all 
constituent wavelengths of white light. As a consequence the centre becomes 
white. This could also be understood from the formula of the location of bright 
fringe for a given wavelength. =  For central fringe n=0 and  the location of zero order fringe is 

independent of wavelength, and all wavelengths will constructively interfere at the 
centre resulting in a white light fringe. If the value of n is non zero then the  will 
be function of wavelength and all the constituents of white light will produce their 
maximas at different positions. At any location if one of the wavelengths is 
producing the minima then at that point there will be sufficient intensity due to 
maxima of other wavelengths, this will result in the formation of colored fringes 
both sides to the zero order white light fringe. 
Displacement of fringes on insertion of transparent thin film or determination 
of thickness of thin film: When a transparent thin film is introduced between the 
path of one of the rays then this results in the displacement of fringes. The 
displacement of fringes on insertion of thin film between the paths of one of the 
rays can be used for the determination of thickness of thin film. 
Derivation: Let S1 and S2 are two virtual coherent sources derived from a source 
S by using Fresnel bi prism. Let a thin film of thickness‘t’ and refractive index ‘ ’ 
be inserted between the path of one of the rays. 
 Consider a point P on the screen at distance  from the centre, where the ℎ 
bright fringe is obtained. The path difference between two rays from S1 and S2 can 
be calculated by finding the time difference between two waves when reaching at 
point P. 
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The time taken by the light to reach at point P from source S2 will be =       1 

The time taken by the light to reach at point P from S1 will be = − + ′    2 

Since the light from S1 travels the distance −  into the air with velocity c 
while the distance t is traveled in the film with the velocity ′. 
As = � �   � ℎ  �  � �   � ℎ  �  � = ′therefore = − +  

The time difference between two waves will be − = − − +  ) 

Or  − = − − −  hence the path difference between two 
rays is − − −  for nth bright fringe − − − =  

As   − =   therefore above equation can be rewritten as − − = or = + −   this is the location of  nth bright 

fringe when thin film is inserted in the path of one of the rays. 

The location of nth bright fringe originally is =  the displacement of fringes 

will be then = −    and the thickness of the film will be given by =
−  . 

Experimental procedure: For determining the thickness of thin film the Fresnel 
bi prism white light source and eye-piece is arranged on optical bench. The white 
light fringes is obtained the position of white light fringe is measured with the help 
of eye-piece. Now the thin film is inserted in path of one of the rays and again the 
location of white fringe is noted the difference between two is noted. Now using 

the formula = −  the thickness of the film can be found if the refractive index 

 of the film is known. Where S is displacement of white fringe, d is separation 
between two virtual sources. D is the distance between source and eye-piece. 
Stokes treatment of Phase change: Let MN be the surface separating the denser 
medium below it from the rarer medium above it, as shown in figure. 
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A ray of light AB of amplitude ‘a’ is incident on the surface MN, the incident ray 
is partly reflected along BC, while partly refracts along BD. If ‘r’ is reflection 
coefficient of reflecting surface of denser medium then 
Amplitude of reflected ray = �  
If ‘t’ is transmission coefficient of from surface of denser medium to rarer medium  
then 
Amplitude of refracted ray if ‘r’ is reflection coefficient of reflecting surface of 
denser medium then 
Amplitude of reflected ray = �  
In case of no absorption of light     + =  
According to the principle of reversibility of light, if the reflected and refracted 
rays are reversed then the resultant should have same amplitude ‘a’ as that of 
incident ray. 
When BC is reversed it is partly reflected along BA and partly refracted along BE. 
Similarly when BD is reversed it is partly reflected along BA and partly reflected 
along BE as shown in figure. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If  ′ is the coefficient of reflection at the surface at rarer medium, then 
Amplitude of reflected ray along = � ′ 
The component along BE should be zero and that along BA should be equal to ‘a’ 
i.e.     �  + � ’ =  

     �  + � ’ = � 
From Above equations we get = − ’ ’ = −  
The negative sign of reflection coefficient indicates the displacement in opposite 
directions. Hence two rays, one reflected on reaching a denser medium and the 
other reflected on reaching a rarer medium, differ in phase by π from each other. 
Interference in thin films: When light is incident on transparent thin films then 
due to reflection & refraction the incident amplitude is divided in to two parts, 
when the light from these two sources superposes on each other then the 
interference pattern is produced. The beautiful colors produced by oil films on the 
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surface of water and color of soap bubbles are produced due to interference in thin 
film. 
Derivation: Consider a parallel-side transparent thin film of thickness‘t’ and 
refractive index ′ ′ . A ray of monochromatic light SA incident at an angle ‘i’. The 
part of ray is reflected along AM and the part is refracted along AB at angle ‘r’. At 
point B it is again partly reflected along BC and partly refracted along BT1, as 
shown in figure below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The path difference between the rays along AM and CR1 is ∆= + −      1 

In triangle ABD   cos =   or = s  since =  therefore = s  Since triangles ABD and CBD are similar triangles therefore = = s       2 

In triangle AMC   sin � =   also = +  

In triangle ABD  tan =   = tan  Since triangles ABD and CBD are 

similar triangles therefore = = tan  
Or  = =  tan  therefore =  tan  hence =  tan sin � 
Therefore equation 1 can be now rewritten as- ∆= cos − tan sin �    2                              
 Using Snell’s law sin � = cos Equation 2 therefore becomes∆= cos −tan cos . On simplification we get∆= cos The actual path difference 
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between the rays in the reflected part of thin film will be ∆= cos +   

because the ray AM has been obtained by the reflection from a denser medium. 
Conditions for maxima in reflected Light: The two rays produce constructive 
interference if the path difference between two is an integral multiple of  i.e. cos + =  where = , , , … …. 
Or cos = −  this is the condition of maxima in reflected part. 

Conditions for minima in reflected Light: The two rays produce destructive 

interference if the path difference between two is an odd multiple of  i.e. cos + = +  where = , , , … …. 
Or cos =  this is the condition of minima in reflected part. 
Path difference in transmitted system:The path difference between the rays BT1 
and DT2 will be-  ∆= cos  
Conditions for maxima in reflected Light: The two rays produce constructive 
interference if the path difference between two is an integral multiple of  i.e. cos =  where = , , , … …. 
Conditions for minima in reflected Light: The two rays produce destructive 

interference if the path difference between two is an odd multiple of  i.e. cos = +  where = , , , … …. 
As we can see that the interference pattern in reflected and transmitted part are 
complimentary to each other i.e. where in reflected part we get a mxima at that 
point in transmitted part we get a minima and vice versa. 
Interference in wedge shaped films:Let us consider a wedge shaped film of 
refractive index formed by two surfaces inclined at an angle �. The thickness of 
film is minimum at the point of contact of two surfaces and gradually increases as 
we move away from point of contact. 
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A light from monochromatic source is incident upon the surface OP of the wedge 
shaped film. The part of incident ray is reflected along AI and the part is 
transmitted along AB. At the bottom surface OP of wedge shaped film the light is 
again reflected along BC. At the point C light ray is partially reflected and partially 
refracted. The light ray refracted at point C emerges as CJ. As a consequence we 
have a pair of coherent rays AI and CJ.The path difference between these rays will 
be ∆= + −  

According to Snell’s law = si �si . In triangle ACD sin � = In triangle ACH sin =  therefore =   
The path difference= + + −   
Or path difference= +  
From the figure we can see that triangles BCG and BFG are similar triangles and 
hence their corresponding arms are equal therefore BC=BF 
Hence path difference= +  from the figure + =  

Then path difference=  . In triangle HFC cos + � =  therefore H� = �C cos + �  as FC= FG+GC also FG+GC=t the thickness of film. 
Hence � ℎ � = cos + �  
Newton’s Ring 
Experimental arrangement & Formation of Newton’s Rings: The experimental 
arrangement is shown in the figure below. A large Plano-convex lens is placed 
over a glass plate with its convex surface in contact with the glass plate. Then an 
air film of gradually increasing thickness is formed between the glass plate and 
Plano- convex lens.  The light from a monochromatic source is allowed to fall 
normally over this assembly using a plane glass plate inclined at angle of 450. 
The light rays reflected from the bottom of Plano convex lens and upper surface of 
glass plate superimpose on each other to produce interference pattern. The 
interference pattern is in the form of concentric bright and dark circles. These 
concentric bright and dark circles are called as Newton’s rings. The fringes 
obtained are circular because the thickness of air film is constant in a circle around 
the point of contact. The obtained interference pattern is observed using a 
travelling microscope. The fringes obtained are called the fringes of equal 
thickness. 
Theory: The path difference between two rays in case of Newton’s rings will be cos +  .The additional path difference of  is due to the fact that the ray 

reflected from the top surface of glass plate is reflected from the denser medium. 
Since the medium of film is air hence = . 
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Also for normal incidence the value of =  as a consequence the effective path 

difference is given by +  

Condition of Maxima: For maxima the path difference must be an integral 

multiple of  i.e. + = or = −  . Since at the point of contact the 

thickness of film is zero and the effective path difference is  . Therefore the centre 

of Newton’s rings is dark. 
Condition of Minima: For minima the path difference must be an odd multiple of 

 i.e. + = +  or =  

Newton’s Rings in Transmitted light: The effective path difference between to 
interfering rays in the transmitted part of Newton’s rings is  . Therefore the 

condition of maxima is =  and the condition of minima is = +  

hence we can say that the interference pattern in the reflected and transmitted 
system is complimentary to each other. The centre in the transmitted system will 
be bright because the effective path difference will be zero at the point of contact.  
Diameters of dark Newton’s rings are proportional to the square root of 
natural numbers: Refer to the figure below let ADB be the lens placed on the 
glass plate MN, the point of contact being O. Let R be the radius of curvature of 
the curved surface of the lens. Let rn be the radius of Newton’s ring where the film 
thickness is t. 
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In triangle OPQ, = −  and  =  and =  using Pythagoras theorem 
for triangle OPQ  = +  
Or    = − +  = + − +  
In the above equation  can be neglected because  is very small. 
Therefore =  
For dark rings in case of Newton’s rings  =  where n=0, 1, 2… 
Hence =   or =  where  is diameter of nth dark ring. Or =√  the diameter of dark rings is proportional to the square root f natural 
numbers. 
Diameters of bright Newton’s rings are proportional to the square root of odd 
natural numbers: Refer to the figure below let ADB be the lens placed on the 
glass plate MN, the point of contact being O. Let R be the radius of curvature of 
the curved surface of the lens. Let rn be the radius of Newton’s ring where the film 
thickness is t. 
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In triangle OPQ, = −  and  =  and = using Pythagoras theorem 
for triangle OPQ    = +  
Or     = − +  = + − +  

In the above equation  can be neglected because  is very small. 

Therefore = . For bright rings in case of Newton’s rings  = +  

where n=0, 1, 2… 

 Hence = +   or = +  where  is diameter of nth 

bright ring.  

Or = √ +  the diameter of dark rings is proportional to the square 

root of odd natural numbers. 
Determination of wavelength by Newton’s Ring Method: 
Experimental arrangement: The experimental arrangement is shown in the figure 
below. A large Plano-convex lens is placed over a glass plate with its convex 
surface in contact with the glass plate. Then an air film of gradually increasing 
thickness is formed between the glass plate and Plano- convex lens.  The light from 
a monochromatic source is allowed to fall normally over this assembly using a 
plane glass plate inclined at angle of 450. 
The light rays reflected from the bottom of Plano convex lens and upper surface of 
glass plate superimpose on each other to produce interference pattern. The 
interference pattern is in the form of concentric bright and dark circles. These 
concentric bright and dark circles are called as Newton’s rings. The fringes 
obtained are circular because the thickness of air film is constant in a circle around 
the point of contact. The obtained interference pattern is observed using a 
travelling microscope. The fringes obtained are called the fringes of equal 
thickness. 
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Theory & Formula:As the square of diameter of nth dark ring is  =  and 
that of (n+p)th dark ring will be + = +  where p is any integer. 

Therefore the formula of wavelength will be  = + −4 . 

Procedure for determination of diameter of dark rings:  The cross wire of microscope is focused, and then the crosswire is moved to 
extreme left to the circular interference pattern.  Crosswire is tangentially adjusted to any dark ring (say 15th) at its outer edge 
and the reading of microscope is noted.  Crosswire is moved towards right and the reading is recorded, when 
crosswire becomes tangential to the outer edge of every alternate dark ring. 
The procedure is continued till the center of interference pattern.  On reaching the center crosswire is moved towards the right and the reading 
of alternate dark rings are noted till 15th dark ring. The subtraction of the 
reading of the left and right provides the diameter of the ring.  The graph is plotted between D2 and the number of ring n. The graph is a 

straight line with the slope 
+ −

. The radius of curvature of lens 

is measured and using the formula = + −4  the wavelength 

of light can be found. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Determination of refractive index of liquid by Newton’s Ring Method: 
Experimental arrangement: The experimental arrangement is shown in the 
figure below. A large Plano-convex lens is placed over a glass plate with its 
convex surface in contact with the glass plate. Then an air film of gradually 
increasing thickness is formed between the glass plate and Plano- convex lens.  
The light from a monochromatic source is allowed to fall normally over this 
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assembly using a plane glass plate inclined at angle of 450.The light rays reflected 
from the bottom of Plano convex lens and upper surface of glass plate 
superimpose on each other to produce interference pattern. The interference 
pattern is in the form of concentric bright and dark circles. These concentric bright 
and dark circles are called as Newton’s rings. The fringes obtained are circular 
because the thickness of air film is constant in a circle around the point of contact. 
The obtained interference pattern is observed using a travelling microscope. The 
fringes obtained are called the fringes of equal thickness. 
Theory & Formula:As the square of diameter of nth dark ring is  =  
when the film is of air, if a liquid of refractive index   is inserted between the 
Plano convex lens and glass plate then the square of diameter of nth dark ring is ′ = 4

. We can see that the diameter of rings decreases when a liquid is 

inserted between the Plano convex lens and glass plate. By taking the ratio of two 

diameters we obtain = ′  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Experimental procedure:   Newton’s ring experiment is arranged to obtain the fringes.   Initially when the film between Plano convex lens and glass plate is of 
air.The diameter of any dark ring (Say nth) is measured using the 
travelling microscope. The measured diameter is   
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 Now a drop of the liquid is placed between the glass plate and Plano 
convex lens and again the diameter of the nth ring is measured. The 
measured diameter is ′. 

 Using the formula = ′ . Refractive index of liquid is obtained. 

Michelson Interferometer: In Michelson’s interferometer light from an extended 
source is divided into two coherent beams by partial reflection and partial 
refraction at semi-silvered glass plate. These beams are made to reunite at the same 
glass plate after reflection from two perpendicular placed mirrors.  
Construction:  The Michelson interferometer consists of two plane mirror M1 and 

M2 which are held perpendicular to each other as shown in figure.  M2 is fixed while M1 can be moved backward and forward using 
micrometer screw capable of a measurement up to 10-5cms.  The mirrors M1 and M2 are provided with spring and screw 
arrangement at their backs. With the help of these screws the tilt of 
mirror can be adjusted.  G1 and G2 are two identical glass plates i.e. having same thickness 
and the same refractive index. These glass plates are inclined at 450 
to horizontal.  The rear surface of plate G1 is partially polished. T is the telescope 
which receives the reflected light from the mirrors M1 and M2. 

Working:  A source of monochromatic light S is placed at the focus of a 
convex lens L, to obtain parallel light beam.  The light from source is incident upon semi-silvered glass plate. 
The part of incident intensity is reflected towards mirror M1 and 
part of incident intensity is refracted towards mirror M2.  Since the beams are incident normally on mirror M1 and mirror 
M2, therefore after reflection from the mirrors the beams retrace 
the same path.  The reflected beams superpose on each other at glass plate to 
produce interference pattern. The produced interference pattern is 
observed by telescope T. 
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Function of Plate G2:  In absence of plate G2 ray 1 travels through plate G1 twice while 
ray 2 does not travel through glass (G1) at all.  Hence in absence of plate G2 the path of rays 1 and are not equal 
in glass.  To equalize these paths plate G2 of same thickness and material 
as that of G1 is introduced in the path of ray no.2. Because of this 
nature plate G2 is called compensating glass plate. 

 
Theory: The path difference between two rays in case of Michelson interferometer 
depends upon the distances of mirror M1 and M2 from  the glass plate G1. The 
path difference can be altered by moving the mirror M1 in axial direction. The 
generalized expression for    the path  difference between two interfering rays is cos +  

Condition of maxima: For maxima the path difference must be integral multiple 

of �i.e. cos + =  

Condition of minima: For minima the path difference must be  odd multiple of ��i.e. cos + = +  

Types of fringes: 
Circular fringes: The path difference between two rays in case of  Michelson 

interferometer is given by cos + . For a given  wavelength  and for air 

film = , when the two mirrors are  exactly perpendicular to each other them ‘t’ 
is also constant. In this  situation path difference depends on the ‘r’. When  both 
mirrors are  exactly perpendicular to each other then the image of  mirror M2 
will be exactly parallel to the mirror M1and the value of ‘r’ remains  constant for 

M2’ 

G1 
G2 

M1 (Movable Mirror) 

M2 (Fixed) 

T 

COMPENSATING GLASS PALTE 
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a circular geometry; hence the circular fringes are  obtained. The fringes are called 
the fringes of equal inclination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Localized fringes: When the mirrors M1 and M2 are not exactly 
 perpendicular to each other, then the air film between the image  M2’ and M1 
is wedge shape. Since light is incident on the film at  different angles, curved 
fringes with convexity towards the edge of  wedge are seen as shown in figure ‘a’ 
and ‘b’. When M1 and M2’  intersect in the middle straight fringes are obtained 
as shown in  figure ‘c’. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 
 
 
 
Applications of Michelson Interferometer: 
Determination of wavelength: 

 The Michelson interferometer is adjusted for circular fringes.  
 Vertical crosswire of telescope is adjusted at the central fringe.  
 The position ′ ′of mirror M1 is noted on the graduated scale. 

M2’ 

M1  

r 

M2’ 

M1  

Figure: a Figure: b 

M2’ 

M1  

M2’ 

M1  

Figure: c 
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 Looking through the eye-piece of the telescope, the mirror M1 is moved 
using micrometer screw, and the number of fringes crossing the field of view 
is counted. 

 When ‘N’ number of fringes crosses the field of view then the position of ′ ′  of the Mirror M1 is noted. 
 The displacement ′ ′ of the mirror M1 is obtained by subtracting ′ ′ from ′ ′ i.e. =  −  . 

 By using the formula =  the wavelength of light is obtained. 

Determination of thickness of a thin transparent film: 
To measure the thickness of thin film Michelson interferometer is adjusted for 
localized white light fringes. This is accomplished using a white light source 
instead of monochromatic light and the tilt of mirrors is adjusted such that the 
straight fringes with central fringe dark appears in the field of view. 
If the dark fringe is not at the centre of the vertical cross wire, then mirror M1 is 
moved to get the central dark fringe to coincide with the vertical cross-wire. 
Let a film of thickness ‘t’ and refractive index  is inserted in the path of one of the 
beam. Then the central fringe will be displaced by an amount 
    = −      1 
Hence the mirror M1 will have to move the distance ′ ′ to get back the dark fringe 
at the centre.Now the white light source is replaced by monochromatic light and 
the mirror M1 is moved the distance ′ ′ and the number of fringes (N) crossing the 

field of view is counted. Then =       2 

Using equations 1 and 2 the thickness of the film will be = −  

By knowing the refractive index the thickness of the film can be measured. 
Determination of difference of two wavelengths or resolution of spectral 
lines:If a source of light consisting of two wavelengths   �   which differ 
slightly is used for production of fringes in Michelson interferometer. Then two 
sets of fringes are produced. When the bright fringes due one wavelength coincide 
with the bright fringe due to the other wavelength; then the distinctive interference 
pattern is produced and is called the position of maximum distinctness. If we start 
to move the mirror M1 then the bright and dark fringes due to two wavelengths 
gets displaced by different amount and a situation arises when the bright fringe 
due to one wavelength coincides with the dark fringe due to the other wavelength. 
In this position complete field of view becomes bright and this situation is called 
as the position of maximum indistinctness. If  >  and N number of fringes 
are crossing the field of view corresponding to the wavelength , then for the 
same displacement N+1 fringes will cross the field of view for wavelength . Say 
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the displacement of the mirror for the maximum distinctness to maximum 
indistinctness is   then =  �  = +   Or =  �  + = Therefore = −  or  = −   the = Then − = ��. By measuring the 

movement of mirror M1 for distance corresponding to the form the maximum 
distinctness to maximum indistinctness the difference of two wavelengths can be 
found by using the above formula. 
Diffraction: The phenomenon of bending of light at the edges of obstacles is 
known as diffraction. Diffraction is divided into two classes Fresnel diffraction 
and Fraunhoffer diffraction. 
Difference between Fresnel and Fraunhoffer diffraction: 

     Fresnel diffraction Fraunhoffer diffraction 
1. In the Fresnel class diffraction the 

distance between the source and 
obstacle is finite 

2. The wavefronts can be spherical or 
cylindrical. 

3. No lenses are required to produce 
Fresnel diffraction. 

4. The image obtained at the screen is 
image of obstacle. 

1. In the Fraunhoffer class diffraction 
the distance between the source 
and obstacle is infinite 

2. The wavefronts here are plane 
wavefronts only. 

3. Lenses are required to produce 
diffraction pattern inside 
laboratory. 

4. The image obtained at the screen 
is image of source. 

Diffraction at single slit: Let us consider a narrow slit with its width ‘d’. The 
light from a monochromatic source ‘S’ falls on this slit through a convex lens. The 
incident wavefront is diffracted by and angle θ and is focused at screen at point P. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

S 

B 

C 

A θ 

θ 

P 

C 

Figure 1: Diffraction at single slit 
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The path difference between two rays of parallel wavefront  from the point A 
and point B will be equal to BC. 

In triangle ABC sin � =  or = sin � since =  therefore =sin �.  

As ℎ�  �  = � ∗  � ℎ �   therefore the phase difference 

between two rays from point A  and B will  be ∅  = � ∗  sin � where ∅ =ℎ�  � . 
Since between A and B there will be large number of secondary sources generating 
the light wave. If we consider the ‘n’  number of sources between A to B, then the 
phase  difference between two consecutive sources will be              

    ∅   = � ∗  sin �    1 

To find out the resultant amplitude at point P by ‘n’ number of  sources we use the 
vectorial addition by polygon method. As  there are ‘n’ vectors and the phase 
difference between two  consecutive vectors is ∅ . We draw a polygon with its 
side length representing the amplitude ‘A’ of individual source. As the slit width is 
small therefore the amplitude of all sources can be considered as same. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
According to polygon addition of vectors each vector subtends  an angle at the 
centre of polygon, equal to the angle  between two vectors, as shown in figure 2. 
In figure 2 =   the amplitude of individual vector, CD is  perpendicular 

bisector at FB. Angle = ∅  and = ∅
 = = . Angle = ∅

. 

G 

∅
 

C 

F B D 

E 

∅
 

Figure 2: Polygon of vectors 
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In triangle FCD sin ∅ =  or sin ∅ =          2 

As FG represents resultant amplitude and =  since CE is  perpendicular 

bisector at FG therefore = =  

Now in triangle FCE sin ∅n = C 

Or  sin ∅n = RC      3 

On dividing equation 3 by equation 2 we get si n∅nsi ∅n = RFCAFC  Or 
si n∅nsi ∅n = RA 

Therefore R = A si n∅nsi ∅n  by substituting the value of  from  equation 1 we 

getR = A si πλ si θsi πnλ si θ         4 

let
πλ d sin θ = α thenR = A si αsi αn as n is very large therefore

α
will be very 

small and hencesin α = α
 

The equation 4 reduces to R = A si αα          5 
The equation 5 gives the resultant amplitude at point  P. The resultant intensity 
at point P will be 
 I = A si αα          6 

Principle Maxima: As =  the term
si αα = ,  therefore the 

intensityI = A or I = . As =  indicates � =  i.e. the intensity is 
maximum at the centre of  the screen. 
Secondary Maxima: For other maximas apart from centre = + �

 

where m= 1, 2, 3… 

For first maxima m=1 and I ≅ ��; for second maxima m=2 and I ≅ ��6 as we 

can see that the intensity at secondary maximas decreases. 
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Condition of Minima: Minimum intensity is obtained when    sin = but ≠
. I.e. = ± � where m=1, 2, 3…. In this  situation I=0 because the 

term
si αα = , 

As α = πλ d sin θtherefore the condition of minima can  also be written as d sin θ = ±mλ         7 
 
Diffraction at two slits: Let us consider two narrow slits with  slit width ‘d’ and 
the separation between the slits equal to ‘e’.  The light from a monochromatic 
source ‘S’ falls on this slit  assembly through a convex lens. The incident 
wavefront is  diffracted by an angle θ and is focused at screen at point P. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
The path difference between two rays of parallel wavefront  from the point A 
and point B will be equal to BC. 

In triangle ABC sin � =  or = sin �since = + .  

Therefore = + sin �.  

As ℎ�  �  = � ∗  � ℎ �   therefore the phase difference 

between two rays from point A  and B will  be ∅  = � ∗ +  sin �where ∅ =ℎ�  � . 
We are having two vectors with phase difference  and  superimposing each other 

at point P, the amplitude of individual vector = si
 ), here ‘n’ is number 

of  secondary sources within single slit and ‘A’ is amplitude of  each vector within 

single slit. The resultant of two vectors will  be = √ + + cos ∅ or = √ + cos ∅  

 

θ 

Figure 1: Diffraction at two slits 
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θ 

A 

B 
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Or  = √ + cos ∅ −  = cos ∅
  Therefore intensity = cos ∅

 = sin  cos ∅
  The intensity at point P is product of  two terms 

si αα   

the diffraction due to single slit and cos ∅
 the interference due to two slits. 

Condition of Maxima: For intensity to be maximum 
∅ = ± � where n=0, 1, 2, 

3…… when 
∅ = ± � cos ∅ =  and the  intensity is maximum. i.e.  + sin � =  is condition of  maxima 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Condition of Minima: For intensity to be minimum
∅ = ± + �

; where n=0, 

1, 2, 3……when 
∅ = ± + �

 the cos ∅ =  intensity is minimum. 

Intensity Distribution due to term
si αα : The intensity distribution due to 

single slit is shown in figure 3 
 
 
 
 

   Figure 3: Intensity distribution due to term 
si αα  

 

Resultant Intensity distribution is the product of 
si αα  and  cos ∅

 and is shown 

in the figure 4 below 

cos ∅
 

Figure 2: Intensity distribution due to term cos ∅
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Effect of increasing the slit width: On increasing the slit width‘d’, the central 
peak will become sharper, but fringe spacing remain unchanged. Hence less 
interference maxima fall within the central diffraction maximum. 
Effect of increasing the distance between the slits: On increasing the separation 
(e) between slit by keeping the slit width (d) constant, the fringes become closer 
together but the envelope of pattern remains  unchanged. Hence more interference 
maxima fall within the central  envelope. 
Absent Order of Spectrum (Missing order of Maxima):  As we have seen that 

the intensity at the screen due to two slit is the product of two terms  
si αα  and   

(cos ∅
). If one of the two terms satisfies the condition of minima while other is 

satisfying the condition of maxima then the corresponding maxima will be absent 

from the diffraction spectrum. The term 
si αα  gives the condition of maxima 

when +  sin � =  where n= 0, 1, 2…… while the term (cos ∅
) satisfies the 

condition of minima for  sin � = ; where m= 1, 2…… By taking the ratio of 
the two conditions +  sin �sin � =  

We get
+ = if e=d then =  i.e. we can say that in such situation the 

2, 4, 6….. Order maxima will be absent from  diffraction spectrum. 
Diffraction due to N-slits or diffraction grating:   A plane diffraction grating is an arrangement consisting  of a large number 
of close, parallel, straight, transparent and equidistant (d) slits. The slit width (e) is 
same for all the slits.  A grating is made by drawing a series of very fine equidistant and parallel 
lines on optically plane glass plate by means of a fine diamond pen. 
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Theory of Plane Transmission Grating: Let us consider ‘n’ parallel slits with 
slit width ‘e’ and the separation between the slits equal to ‘d’.  The light from a 
monochromatic source ‘S’ falls on this slit  assembly through a convex lens. The 
incident wavefront is  diffracted by an angle θ and is focused at screen at point 
P. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The path difference between two rays of parallel wavefront from the point A and 
point B will be equal to BC. 

In triangle ABC sin � =  or = sin � since = +  Therefore =+ sin �         1 

As ℎ�  �  = � ∗  � ℎ �   therefore the phase difference 

between two rays from point A  and B will  be ∅  = � ∗ +  sin �         2 

where ∅ = ℎ�  � . 
We are having ‘n’ vectors with phase difference  and  superimposing each other 

at point P, the amplitude of individual vector = si
 ), here ‘n’ is number 

of  secondary sources within single slit and ‘A’ is amplitude of  each vector within 
single slit. 
Using the polygon addition of ‘n’ vectors, the resultant at point  P can be written as = = �  � �  �      3     

 let 
� =  now equation 3 can be rewritten as- = = �   �       4 

Condition of Maxima: For intensity to be maximum  = ± �where   n=1, 2, 

3…… when = ± �; 
�   �  =  therefore by applying L-Hospitals rule 

θ 

C B 

P 

C S 
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� �  
�   �  = C s   =1 when = ± � and the intensity is 

maximum. i.e.  = = is condition of maxima. By placing the value 
of    in = ± �we get + sin � = ±   this equation is known as grating 
equation. 
Condition of Minima: For intensity to be minimum i.e. I=0 we must have  �  =  but   �  ≠  i.e.   = ± � wherem=1, 2, 3……N-1 . This 
indicates  that there are N-1 minimas between two consecutive maximas, this 
suggest  that there must be N-2 secondary maximas between two principle 
maximas. 
Intensity of secondary maxima: To find the intensity of secondary maxima we 
differentiate the intensity with respect to  and equate it equal to zero. i.e. 

differentiate the equation 4 wrt to  and equate it equal to zero. =�   �  si  s −si  s � =  

From above we get 
si  s −si  s � =  or tan = tan       5 

To find the intensity we derive the bracket 
�   �   under the light of equation 5. 

Let us consider a triangle as shown below 
 
 
 
 
 

Now using the triangle above we can write �  =  √ +   or ( �   �  ) = �  + �  �   

On simplifying the above equation we get ( �   �  ) = + − �   

Therefore the intensity at secondary maxima can be written as = + − �   

Hence the intensity of the secondary maxima is proportional to + − �   

whereas the intensity ofprinciple maxima is proportional to . Therefore 

 

�   

 

√ + �   
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= �   �  � � ��   � � �  � � � = + − �   

This indicates that greater the value of N weaker is the intensity of secondary 
maxima. 
Dispersive power of a Grating: The dispersive power of a grating is defined as 
the rate of change of the angle of diffraction with the wavelength of the light. It is 

expressed as 
�
. As grating equation is + sin � = ±   differentiating this 

with respect to  we get + cos � � =   or 
� = + s �  the equation 

obtained is dispersive power of grating. This implies that the dispersive power is 
1. Directly proportional to the order of spectrum ‘n’. 
2. Inversely proportional to the grating element (e + d) 
3. Inversely proportional to cos � . 

Angular Half Width: The ℎ order principle maximum is obtained in the 
direction �  given by + sin � = ±     1 
Let the first minimum adjacent to the ℎ maximum be obtained in the direction � + �  where �  is called the angular half width of  ℎ maximum. The 
minima’s are obtained in the directions given by + sin � + � = ±       2  
where = total number of slits and m= integer except 0, N, 2N,…….nN. This gives = + . Equation 2 now can be rewritten as + sin � + � = ± +  
Or + sin � cos � + sin � cos � = ± +  

Since �  is small therefore sin � = �  and cos � =  
The equation above reduces to + sin � + + � cos � = ± +  3   
using equation 1, equation 3 can be rearranged as – � = + cos �  

Using equation 1, above equation can be rearranged as � = cot �  

The expression above is known as angular half width. 
Resolving power of Optical InstrumentsThe ability of an optical instrument to 
resolve the images of two nearby points is termed as its resolving power. 
Rayleigh’s Criterion of Resolution: 
Two spectral lines of equal intensities are said to be resolved if the principle 
maximum of diffraction pattern of one falls on the first minimum of the diffraction 
pattern of the other. Suppose two wavelengths  and +  are incident on an 
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optical instrument then they will be said to resolved just if the diffraction pattern is 
as shown below. 

 
Resolving Power of Diffraction Grating 
The resolving power of a diffraction grating represents its ability to form separate 

lines for wavelengths very close together. It is given by  . Let a parallel beam of 

wavelength   and +  is incident normally on a diffraction grating. The ℎ 
principal maximum is formed in the direction �  then    
 + sin � =         
 1 
The first minimum adjacent to ℎ principal maximum be formed in the direction � + � , then we have- + sin � + � = +    2 

Because there are −  minimas between two principal maximas. According to 
Rayleigh’s criterion the ℎ  maxima due to wavelength +   must be formed in 
the direction � + �  i.e we have + sin � + � = +       3 

By equations 2 & 3 we can write + = + Or = this is the 

desired expression for resolving power of grating.Thus the resolving power of 
grating is equal to the product of total number of rulings on the grating and the 
order of spectrum. 
Resolving Power of a Prism: The resolving power of a prism represents its ability 

to form separate lines for wavelengths very close together. It is given by  . Let a 

parallel beam of wavelength   and +  is incident on a prism.  
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Let AD be the wavefront of the incident light beam. After refraction from prism it 
emerges as two wavefronts CE & CF. Let �and � − �, be the angle of deviation. 
Using a convex lens two wavefronts are focused at I1 and I2 as shown in figure.The 
prism is acting as a rectangular aperture. According to the diffraction at single slit 
the first minima is given by � sin � =  where � is angle of diffraction. In the 
present case the angle is � since angle is small therefore sin � = �. The � is 
size of aperture hence we can write  � � =  1 
Now by Fermat’s principle = +  2  for wavelength  
And   − = +  3  for wavelength +  
On subtracting  3-2 we get  = −  since =  the width of prism 
base we get   = −   4 

In triangle ECF  � =    5 

As = � and − =  equation 5 & 4 can be rewritten as 
    � � =     6      
    =     7 
By equations 6 , 7 & 1 we get-   =  

Or       =  
The equation above is expression for the resolving power of prism; from 
expression it is evident that resolving power of prism is proportional to its base 
width and the variation of refractive index with the wavelength. 
Polarization: When the light acquires the property of one sidedness then the light 
is called as polarized light.The ordinary light has its electric vibrations in all 
possible planes perpendicular to the direction of propagation, while polarized light 
lacks this symmetry. 
Plane Polarized Light: The plane polarized light is the light which has its 
vibrations confined to single plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation. 
Unpolarized Light:The unpolarized light has its electric vibrations in all possible 
planes perpendicular to the direction of propagation; it possesses the property of 
symmetry of electric vibrations in the plane perpendicular to the direction of 
propagation. 
Plane of Vibration: The plane containing the direction of vibration is called the 
plane of vibration. 
Plane of Polarization: The plane containing the direction of propagation but no 
vibrations is called the plane of polarization. Figures below represent the plane 
polarized light. The figure ‘a’ shows the plane polarized light which has its 
vibrations in the plane of paper while figure ‘b’ shows the plane polarized light 
which has its vibrations in the plane perpendicular to the plane of paper. 
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Brewster’s Law: When an unpolarized light is incident on the surface of any 
transparent material, the reflected and refracted beams are partially polarized. For a 
particular angle of incidence the reflected light is completely plane polarized with 
the plane of vibration perpendicular to the plane of incidence; this angle of 
incidence is called polarizing angle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It was found that the tangent of angle of polarization is numerically equal to the 
refractive index of the medium. If �  is the angle of polarization and  is refractive 
index of the medium then = tan �  
The relation above is known as Brewster’s law. 
Let a beam PQ of unpolarized light be incident on surface XY, the beam is incident 
at angle �  polarizing angle. After reflection the reflected ray goes in the direction 
QR the refracted part travels in the direction QS. According to Brewster’s law = tan �  
Or  

      = si �s �      1 

According to Snell’s law   = si �si      2 

where r is the angle of refraction. 
From equations 1 & 2 we get �   = cos � Or �   = sin − �  
Therefore      = − �  
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Angle      + + � =  
Hence + =  or =   therefore the refracted and reflected ray 
are perpendicular to each other when the incident ray is incident at polarizing 
angle. 
Double Refraction: When an unpolarized light is passed through a crystal such as 
calcite (Ca2CO3); then it is divided in to two refracted rays. One of the rays obeys 
the ordinary laws of refraction and is called the ordinary-ray (O-ray). The other 
however, behaves in an extraordinary way therefore it is called as extraordinary 
ray (E-ray). The ordinary ray obeys the Snell’s law, while the extraordinary does 
not obeys the Snell’s law. Also 

1. O-ray is polarized in the principal plane i.e. it has vibrations perpendicular to 
the principal plane. 

2. E-ray is also plane polarized in a plane perpendicular to the principal plane 
i.e. vibrations takes place in the principal plane. 

3. O-ray travels with the same speed in all the directions. It means that the 
refractive index for O-ray is same in all directions. 

4. E-ray travels in crystal with a speed which varies with the direction. It 
means that the refractive index for E-ray varies with direction. 

5. The difference of refractive index for O-ray and E-ray is called 
birefringence, i.e. � � = | − | 

6. Along the optic axis, both O-ray and E-ray travel with the same speed. 
Huygens’s Theory of Double Refraction:Huygen explained the phenomenon of 
double refraction by extending his theory of secondary wavelets in a suitable 
manner. According to his theory: 
i. Every point in crystal surface is disturbed by the incident wavefront and 

becomes the origin of two wavefronts one the ordinary and other the 
extraordinary. 

ii. The wavefront corresponding to the O-ray is spherical because the speed for 
O-ray is same in all directions. 

iii. The wavefront corresponding to the E-ray is ellipsoidal because the speed 
for E-ray varies with direction. 

iv. The sphere and ellipsoid touch each other at points which lie on the optic 
axis of the crystal. 

v. The negative uniaxial crystal (like calcite) the sphere lies inside the 
ellipsoid, while in a positive uniaxial (like quartz) the ellipsoid lies inside 
the sphere. 

Nicol Prism: The Nicol prism is an optical device made from calcite crystal and 
used in many optical instruments for producing and analyzing the plane polarized 
light. 
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Construction:Nicol prism is constructed from a calcite crystal whose length is 
nearly three times its width. The end faces of crystal are cut down so as to reduce 
angle in principal section to a more acute angle of 680instead of 710 . The crystal 
is then cut along diagonal and the two surfaces after polishing, cemented back 
together with a special cement called Canada balsam, which is a transparent 
substance. It is optically denser than calcite for the E-ray and less dense for the O-
ray (for Sodium light = . , = . , = . ). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Working: A ray of light is incident parallel to the base (BD) of Nicol prism. The 
incident ray splits into E-ray and O-ray which are plane polarized with their plane 
of polarization perpendicular to each other. As the refractive index for E-ray and 
O-ray is different in the calcite crystal therefore the layer of Canada balsam act as 
rarer medium for O-ray as a consequence O-ray undergoes total internal reflection 
at the interface of calcite and Canada balsam. The bottom surface of Nicol prism is 
polished black hence O-ray is absorbed. While the E-ray emerges out from the face 
DC of Nicol prism as plane polarized light. 
Nicol prism can act as polarizer for unpolarized light while it can act as analyzer 
for the plane polarized light. 
Retardation Plates: The plate of doubly refracting crystal which retards the 
motion of one of the refracted beams either O-ray or E-ray is known as retardation 
plate. The retardation plates are of two types: 

1. Quarter Wave Plate 2. Half wave plate 
Quarter Wave Plate: Consider a calcite crystal cut with optic axis parallel to 
refracting surface as shown in the figure. When light falls on a uniaxial calcite 
crystal cut parallel to the optic axis, the light splits up into two plane polarized 
light E-ray and O-ray. Both rays travel in the same direction with different 
velocities. The velocity for E-ray is greater than O-ray. As a consequence a path 
difference is introduced between two rays. If the thickness of the plate is such that 

the path difference introduced is equal to 4  then retardation plate is called quarter 

wave plate. 
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Mathematically the thickness of quarter wave plate is given by = 4 − for negative crystal and = 4 −   for positive crystal. 

Half Wave Plate: Consider a calcite crystal cut with optic axis parallel to 
refracting surface as shown in the figure. When light falls on a uniaxial calcite 
crystal cut parallel to the optic axis, the light splits up into two plane polarized 
light E-ray and O-ray. Both rays travel in the same direction with different 
velocities. The velocity for E-ray is greater than O-ray. As a consequence a path 
difference is introduced between two rays. If the thickness of the plate is such that 

the path difference introduced is equal to   then retardation plate is called half 

wave plate. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Mathematically the thickness of half wave plate is given by = − for negative crystal and = −   for positive crystal. 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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